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We develop new materials and propose innovative logistics with new manufacturing 
techniques that match the needs of mankind and the environment
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Folded boxes with ultra light PP sheets
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FC is solution for global transportation

Boxes with convenience and 
function   

Folded boxes with ultra light PP sheets
TECCELL

Push the each short sides into the boxes for collapsing.

Built up each short sides  and spread out to insert bottom holes.

collapsibl
e

SET UP

POINT!!

2.86kg

5.16kg

Super-light and operationable Why is this such strong ?

Easy  assemble at the spot

High pressure strength by 4 corners fixed with heat

Technology Box FC                                                                                Technology  Production 

Technology Box FC  FC means F （Free size) C （Collapsible)          Daitech Box 

Why long high large collapsible ??

Insert only!!
Easy built up

Easy to stock

It can stack fixed box and collapsible box together

Less delivery cost

For air transportation 

This is ultra light !

1600x250x500H

Weight is half of large pra-con

FC-Ⅲ is made on your request size FC-Ⅲ 135L

Pra-con 135L

Daitech Box FC-Ⅲ is used at any aspects.

Daitech Box FC-Ⅲ can be repeatable used
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Super high , Super long ,and Super large sized box

FCの意味は F (Free size) 自由な寸法 C (Collapse)  折り畳む

Collapsible structure over common sense so far

Appearance of folded Z

First launch in the world !!

Very compact with folding

700x400x700H

Maximum: 1000mm hight !

FC -Ⅲ Z makes tall boxes possible.   

1000×500×1000H

Special technical innovation box in the world !!

Boxes with convenience and function

Can make longer container

Can make 200L～800L big size box easily
For 1100×1100 standard pallet

770ℓ box is 7.9kg ! Super light !!

Suitable in roller conveyer due to the flat bottom 

Good for production lines

MAX 1600mm length !

back side of 
the bottom

Various aspects

Various aspects

Technology Box FC  FC means        F（Free size) C（Collapsible)                                                                            Daitech Box 
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Daitech box is applied in line conveyer

Daitech box FC-Ⅲ is the best for a manufacturing site.

FC is solution for global transportation

FC-Ⅲ Z makes possible in tall sized box

Very flat!

easily!!



Available individual design.

     Features &　Benefits
Available use for a long time

special hose/panel/basal plate/latex/air-bag/sun visor/interior of car-door Very strong and super-light

basal plate/specialty film/parts of air conditioner/cellphone/printer/PACHINKO/lighting equipment Easy collapsible

Easy washable

Always clean

Eco friendly
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Available store in with separator.

     Features &　Benefits
Easy putting covers.

Food

Other

bottle of cosmetics/medical apparatus

Automobile

adoption example

instant noodle/coffee/snack/dumpling/lunch box

strage of clothing/move/air mail/bicycle/paper core/solar

everyday sundries/building material/aluminum member/heavy electric machinery

Electric appliance
Medication/Cosmetics

FC-Ⅲ Box is solution for global transportation

also available for bicycle！！

Boxes with convenience and function

The case provided in convenience and operation

Lid made by PP form

Z

For strage of shelf

FC-Ⅲ makes a lot of design Boxes possible

Easy assemble at the spot

Available store in with separator

Anti-Impulse design

For various user

Technology Box FC  FC means F（Free size)      C （Collapsible) Daitech Box
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Details

Applied products

FC-Ⅲ makes a lot of design Boxes possible

compact design and operational box

Super-light box with easy operation

flat inside     visible printing over collapsible

Apply customer's needs in details

vertical frame

Heat adhesion


